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An up-to-date, accessible, and comprehensive study of every major position taken by Christian
churches and theologians on world religions and religious pluralism.This volume shares insights
into the positions of writers concerned with understanding Christianity among the worlds great
religious traditions. Avoiding tired labels of past debates (Exclusivism, Pluralism, and
Inclusivism), Knitter suggest four different models (Replacement, Fulfillment, Mutuality, and
Acceptance) that more adequately link together thirteen ways of approaching and
understanding the variety of the worlds religious expressions.
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CooperationPrefaceI hope this book rings two bells: an alarm bell and an invitation bell. As an
alarm, it seeks to alert Christians (but not only Christians) to the pressing need to take other
religions more seriously, to get to know them, talk with them, work with them. As an invitation, the
book intends to show the exciting, life-giving, world-benefiting, faith-deepening benefits that
result from engaging and learning about persons who follow other religious ways. The urgent
need is also a promising opportunity. It is said that in our present age, religious people have to
be religious interreligiously. To walk one's own faith-path, one needs to be walking with others
from different paths. This book will describe how Christians are trying to do that and the kind of
problems and opportunities they are facing.I've tried to do this before—back in 1985 with No
Other Name? A Critical Survey of Christian Attitudes toward World Religions. The present book
started out as a revision of that earlier study. But as I began to gather all the materials on what
Christians have been experiencing in, and what theologians have been saying about, their
encounter with other religions over the past two decades, I realized I couldn't just revise my
survey of 1985. I'd have to write a new book. There were so many new voices and viewpoints. So



much had changed.But I realized that I had changed too. Thanks especially to the gentle
prodding of my wife, Cathy, I came to understand that I didn't want to write another book aimed
primarily at my fellow theologians in the academy. From my own pastoral experiences with
students and fellow believers in congregations and parishes, I'd come to see more clearly what a
pressing, often agonizing, question “the other religions” have become for Christians. I wanted to
speak to these fellow travelers, who make up that “broader audience” of ordinary folk who are
informed, intellectually alive, and interested in or struggling with religion and religious faith. To
speak to them, I'd have to tune into their real questions, converse with them in a clear, engaging
manner, but at the same time offer them some solid, reputable theology to think about.As I was
pondering whether and how to do this, Orbis Books just happened to launch its new
“Introducing” series, aimed at informing a broader audience of interested readers about what is
going on in contemporary theology. Click! My originally intended revision could be another entry
in the impressive and growing line-up of this Introducing series. William Burrows, managing
editor at Orbis and friend and colleague in editing the Faith Meets Faith series over the past
years, thought it was a good idea. But there was one big hitch. In such a series, my task would
be to describe and analyze, not take sides! As they say in the academy, no advocacy. In No
Other Name? I did my critical review of theologies of religions basically as a framework, or
launching pad, for proposing my own (at that time, I called it “theocentric”) model. In this book,
there could be only the review of the various models for a Christian theology of religions—
critical, yes, but evenhanded.This hitch turned out to be a blessing. Of course, the goal of
objectivity, even-handedness, and nonadvocacy is impossible. But it's also worthwhile. I think
the never-fully-successful effort I have made in this book to present the different Christian
theologies of religions as accurately and attractively as possible has paid off. Those who have
read the manuscript as it was taking shape have told me that my resolve to keep my mouth shut
has better enabled them both to understand the different theologies more clearly and to assess
them more independently. And, I must admit, the effort has paid off for me personally as well.
Yes, I still have my own approach to other faiths. But in trying to portray all the perspectives as
convincingly as possible, in both their strengths and weaknesses, I have become more aware of
the limitations of my own model, and of the need for continued dialogue with the other models,
than I have ever been during the forty years or so since I have been struggling with and writing
about how Christians can understand other religions.But because this twofold task of writing
clearly for people who don't speak “theologese,” and of writing accurately without taking sides, is
so daunting, I knew I would need help. I got it. And I'm grateful. The biggest help came from a
group of twelve fellow members of Robert Bellarmine Parish. As each chapter laboriously took
shape on my computer screen, I would e-mail or fax it to each of them. After they read it, we
would gather at one of our homes and they would tell me, kindly but candidly, how successful I
had been in reaching the “informed and interested lay reader.” Over the many months, we
formed a kind of “base theological community”—a community of faith seeking understanding—
in which we questioned and supported each other and shared hopes that what we were doing



might make a difference in the broader church, and world. The gratitude I feel requires that I say
thank you to each of them by name: Kristen Corcoran, Tom and Diane Flautt, Mike Harmon,
Ruth Holtel, Karen Hurley, Sean and Mary O'Dwyer, Julie and Ken Rothe, Lou Vera, Sam Weller.
I should add to that list two other persons with whom I have an even deeper community: my wife,
Cathy, and my son, John. They too accompanied me, chapter by chapter, telling me with an
honesty that only love permits what they liked and disliked, what excited them, or lost them.I also
received a hefty amount of advice from the twenty-five students in my graduate course titled
“The Uniqueness of Christ” in the fall semester of 2000. We worked our way through a first draft
of this book, and with a candor born of trust, they told me what they thought of both the
theological content and the style. Often sobered, I was mainly encouraged—especially when at
the end of the semester, the students asked me which of the theological models I preferred. My
efforts to hold my own theological cards close to my chest must have worked.But I needed help
not only in reaching out to that “broader audience” but also in making sure that what I was
offering was solid, and accurate, theology. For this I turned to my peers, especially to those
whose ideas I was trying to describe accurately and fairly. So I owe a heartfelt and humbled
thank you also to S. Mark Heim of Andover Newton Theological School, Jim Fredericks of Loyola
Marymount University, Jack Healy of Fordham University, and especially Jacques Dupuis of the
Gregorian University in Rome. All of them read the entire manuscript; all of them told where they
thought my own perspectives were fogging over what they or others were really saying. I hope I
made good use of their advice. I say the same of the peer-reviewer who is my closest friend and
sharpest critic—Bill Burrows of Orbis Books. He was this book's good shepherd, keeping me
from going astray but always keeping me going.Finally, a few words on how the book might be
used. While I tried to write for a diverse audience, the faces I continually had before me as I
wrote these pages were those of my undergraduate students at Xavier University. I could feel
their looks of confusion or boredom every time I slipped into too much theological shoptalk or
speculation. I hope this book will speak especially to them. It can serve as a primary text for
courses on Christian attitudes toward other religions” or on “dialogue among world religions.”
And I think it would be an appropriate introductory text for general “world religions” courses. A
structure that has proven successful for me is to spend about three-quarters of the semester on
the substance of this book, having two or three students do class reports on some of the
readings listed at the end of each chapter; the final weeks of the course would then be a case
study of dialogue with a particular religion using a text like Francis Clooney's Hindu Wisdom for
All God's Children or Leo LeFebure's The Buddha and the Christ. For graduate courses, each
chapter of the book can serve as an introduction to a deeper discussion of the various models
based on further reading of some of the primary sources given at the end of each chapter.
Finally, as I discovered in my own experience at Bellarmine Parish, the book can make for
vigorous conversation for an adult education course or parish discussion group.So I hope this
book does work as a bell that will both alert and invite Christians to take other religions more
seriously. In doing so—no matter what theological model they end up with—Christians will, I



believe, both deepen their own faith and increase their ability to bring this world a little closer to
what Jesus called the Reign of God.If this book helps that happen, I can't think of a better way to
begin my retirement from Xavier University.PAUL F. KNITTER, Professor EmeritusXavier
University, February 25, 2002AbbreviationsAGAd Gentes (Decree on the Church's Missionary
Activity; Vatican II)DPDialogue and Proclamation (document issued jointly by the Commission
on Interreligious Dialogue and the Congregation for the Evangelization of Peoples)GSGaudium
et Spes (Pastoral Constitution on the Church in the Modern World; Vatican II)LGLumen Gentium
(Dogmatic Constitution on the Church; Vatican II)NANostra Aetate (Declaration on the
Relationship of the Church to Non-Christian Religions; Vatican II)RMRedemptoris Missio (The
Mission of the Redeemer; encyclical on missionary work; John Paul II)URUnitatis Redintegratio
(Decree on Ecumenism; Vatican II)IntroductionChristianity and Other ReligionsProblem and
PromiseThe title of this chapter attempts to capture what this book is all about. Throughout
these pages we will be examining and assessing why the reality of many other religions has
become for Christians both a big problem and a big—maybe even bigger—promise. Bewildered,
often befuddled, by the diversity and vitality of other religions, Christians are facing questions
and challenges they never had to confront before (at least not in this intensity). That's the
problem. But these unsettling questions are also prompting new discoveries and insights about
humanity, divinity, and Christianity itself. And there's the promise. This book wants to take
seriously and honestly both the problem and the promise.In a sense, the problem is not new.
From the clouded origins of the human species, as the spark of consciousness broadened and
gave rise to the driving concern for the meaning of life, there have always been many religions,
each with its own “ultimate” answers. But today, the presence, power, and richness of other
religious traditions have vigorously entered Christian awareness. Our contemporary
intercommunicating and interdependent planet has made us aware, more clearly but also more
painfully than ever before, of the multiplicity of religions and of the many different ultimate
answers.At times the new approach becomes painful because the quantity of information and
quality of our new awareness of other religions today set off a barrage of questions that religious
persons of the past, secure in their own isolated religious camps, never had to face with such
urgency:Why are there so many different religions?If God is one, should there not be one
religion?Are all the religions valid in God's eyes—all equally effective in putting people in contact
with the Divine?Are their differences more a matter of varied colors than of conflicting content?
How should the religious traditions relate to each other?More specifically, how should my
religion relate to the others?Might I learn more from them than what I have learned from my
own? Why do I belong to one religion rather than another?These questions constitute the
agenda for Christians trying to understand themselves and their faith in relation to their religious
neighbors and their faiths. The attempt of Christian pastors and theologians to answer questions
such as those listed above constitutes the discipline called “theology of religions.” In that
discipline, pastors such as bishops and popes, as well as theologians, study the Christian
Scriptures and tradition to ascertain the responses of their forebears in Christianity. They go on



to study the insights of scholars known as “historians of religion” and “comparative religionists.”
They read the fundamental texts and enter into dialogue with the followers of other religious
traditions in order to understand them better. And then pastors and theologians of religions
return to their fellow Christians to explain what they have learned. Often they suggest ways in
which Christian teachings on other religious traditions should be changed. Their proposals have
excited intense debates among theologians and reactions from church teaching
authorities.1The title of this book is Introducing Theologies of Religions. In it I attempt to lay out
the major theological positions on the relation of Christianity to other religious Ways and on the
role of the many religions in the divine plan. The book is intended for persons who want to begin
the systematic study of the theology of religions. It will quickly become clear that there have
been and are many points of view. Consequently, this book is, in a sense, on “theologies” of
religion. My task is to summarize and describe these theologies as accurately as I can. The
pastors and theologians I am writing about often differ radically with one another about the
adequacy of positions espoused by others. I cannot reconcile their differences. I hope, though,
that the persons I discuss will each say, “You have stated my position fairly.”I gave a number of
the authors discussed in this book the entire manuscript and asked for their opinions. One of
them said I had done well enough summarizing his position but complained that laying things
out as if they were objects of consumer choice seemed a betrayal of the goals of systematic
theology—which, rather than simply presenting choices, tries to lay out the truth in a coherent
fashion and then offers an argument that answers the major questions in the most adequate way
possible. Doing theology the way this book does, he was saying in effect, does not do justice to
the Christian theological task of understanding religious pluralism in a way that takes seriously
both the core truths of Christianity and those of the “others.”I have a great deal of sympathy with
that observation. Indeed, at an earlier stage in my career, I thought I had written a book that
solved the key problems in a manner Christians would judge adequate.2 The controversies that
book stirred up quickly disabused me of the notion that the task of articulating a universally
acceptable Christian theology of religions would be easy. Yet it still seems to me that texts such
as Acts 4:12 need to be interpreted today in ways that do justice to the increasingly common
Christian experience of grace, power, and truth in other religious Ways. That Lukan text reads:
“There is no salvation through anyone else, nor is there any other name under heaven given to
the human race by which we are to be saved.” In the Gospel of John, a whole series of texts is
epitomized in the following verses:For God so loved the world that he gave his only Son, so that
everyone who believes in him might not perish but might have eternal life. For God did not send
his Son into the world to condemn the world, but that the world might be saved through him.
Whoever believes in him will not be condemned, but whoever does not believe has already been
condemned, because he has not believed in the name of the only Son of God. And this is the
verdict, that the light came into the world, but people preferred darkness to light, because their
works were evil. (John 3:16–19)For many Christians trying to take their religious faith seriously,
the questions rising from such biblical texts are pressing and often painful. They cannot run



away from these questions if their own faith is to be honest. But because of such texts, traditional
Christian teaching had it that theirs was the only true religion and that what was good in other
religions was only there to prepare followers to receive the Gospel and enter the one true religion
—Christianity.The theology of religions, or, as it is put in a new formulation of that term, the
“theology of religious pluralism,”3 wrestles with such issues. For those who are not troubled by
the fact that religious plurality does not seem destined to end, there is little need to go beyond
the surface. Issues can be solved by simply citing Scripture. Most theologians of religion have
not accepted such pat answers, and this book attempts to introduce the reader to what they
have been saying.Above all, there has been a growth in the sentiment that religious plurality
needs to be taken account of in our changed historical circumstances. What the Muslim could
say and think about the Christian and Jew in a former age no longer seems adequate. What
Christians once said to dismiss summarily the claims of Islam needs similarly to be reexamined,
above all in the light of experiences that reveal the grace and truth present in our Muslim
neighbors. This same equation, I believe, fits in the case of what we learn when we study such
traditions as Judaism, Buddhism, Hinduism, Confucianism, and African and Native American
traditionalism. The rest of this chapter sets the stage for efforts to face and perhaps answer
questions concerning whether the persistent diversity and plurality of the religions of humankind
have a positive significance that each religious Way needs to consider. Before we can really
search for answers, we must be well aware of the content, urgency, and complexity of the
question. So in what follows in this introductory chapter, we will explore:Why is the age-old fact
of religious diversity being experienced differently in the world of today?Why does this
experience suggest to many people a “new age” and the need for a radically new way for
religions to relate to one another?Why does this view of a new age dawning and proposals for a
new way of understanding and relating to the religious “other” cause questions and headaches
for so many?I do not come to this task without many opinions that have been forged on the anvil
of personal study and prayer. The most important influence on me, however, has been the
opportunity I have had to enter into dialogue with brothers and sisters in other religious traditions
from across the globe. At another level, the plight of the world's wretched poor, the political use
of religion that impedes dialogue, and the precarious situation of Mother Earth have affected me
deeply. In recent years, I have devoted two books to discussing religious plurality and the world
situation in the light of currents in recent history.4 Events after September 11, 2001, have only
made the issues I wrote about then seem more important and maintaining optimism that religion
can be a force for peace more precarious. Study, prayer, interreligious dialogue, and action to
promote justice, peace, liberation, and the integrity of creation have changed me. No one would
believe me if I said I have written this book in a completely “objective” fashion. My life as a
scholar and as a Christian interested in realizing the Gospel vision of the peaceful reign of God
has led me to a bias in favor of practical cooperation and the dialogue of life as religious persons
struggle to create a better world. I am aware today, more than ever in the past, that this practical
cooperation does not trump the question of truth. Above all, perhaps, there lingers the fact that



the way in which the reality of universal relativity is interpreted often pitches many people into
the arms of the pernicious dogma of relativism, which holds that differences don't matter and
that the debate, argument, study, and dialogue needed to gain truth are outdated in our
postmodern world. About such “postmodern” ideas, more later. In this introduction it may suffice
to say that—even if this book may subtly and perhaps sometimes blatantly apply a practical,
pragmatic standard in judging proposals for understanding Christianity vis-à-vis other religious
Ways—I know we, in the present context of pluralism, are many years away from an
understanding of religious claims to possess truth that will command general acceptance
globally.The Many Religions: A Newly Experienced RealityToday the reality of other religions no
longer exists only across the border, in distant lands. It has moved into neighborhoods
throughout the world, but nowhere more unavoidably than North America and Europe. To know
something about another tradition, one no longer has to be a scholar or world traveler. All one
has to do is visit the local bookstore, turn on the television, or browse the Web. What was once
esoteric material for the delight of the scholar is now the popularly written and beautifully
illustrated religious paperbacks that fill the shelves of American and European bookstores.
Translations of the Bhagavad Gita, the Tao-Te-Ching, and the Dhammapada are to be found
alongside the Bible. Commentaries on the meaning and value of Hinduism, Buddhism, Taoism,
and Islam by Huston Smith, Joseph Campbell, Thich Nhat Hanh, and the Dalai Lama are selling
just as well—if not better—than the works of Christian writers. Series on public television enable
viewers to explore the depths and beauty of other religious paths. This openness is especially
the case on college campuses, where courses on Asian religions, Islam, and Native American
traditions often fill up more quickly than courses in Christian theology. Further, it has been my
experience that in studying other religions, students are generally not content simply to learn
about their teachings or practices—about Nirvana or Karma or Brahman or the Tao. They raise
questions about evaluating the traditions, about their “truth,” and about comparisons with
Christian teachings. Students increasingly feel that to be firm in their own religion they have to be
acquainted with others.But the kind of knowledge of other religions that really touches and
ruffles Western Christians is not coming by way of books and courses. It also arrives in the
dialogue of life with friends one meets in the neighborhood, at work, or in civic organizations. Not
only are ideas migrating, so are people. In the 1960s, Wilfred Cantwell Smith described a state
of religious affairs that has grown more prevalent and personal throughout the ensuing
decades:The religious life of mankind from now on, if it is to be lived at all, will be lived in a
context of religious pluralism…. This is true for all of us; not only for “mankind” in general on an
abstract level, but for you and me as individual persons. No longer are people of other
persuasions peripheral or distant, the idle curiosities of travelers’ tales. The more alert we are,
and the more involved in life, the more we are finding that they are our neighbors, our
colleagues, our competitors, our fellows. Confucians and Hindus, Buddhists and Muslims, are
with us not only in the United Nations, but down the street. Increasingly, not only is our
civilization's destiny affected by their actions; but we drink coffee with them personally as



well.5Because Christians are sharing not only their classrooms and work sites but also their
dinner tables and even their marriage beds with persons of other religions, they find that once-
foreign faiths take on different dimensions and power in their own lives. To have a friend, a
colleague, a family member, or a spouse who has found meaning through a religious path that is
starkly different from Christianity not only impresses; it disturbs. A Zen Buddhist may find peace
through a practice that does not even talk about the existence of God. A Hindu discovers
“salvation” in the realization that there is no essential difference between herself and a tree.
What do such claims on the lips of neighbors and friends mean for Christian life and belief?
Such people are normal, happy human beings, getting their jobs done and raising their families
as well as, perhaps better than, we are. They live lives of love, of service, of
commitment.Theology of religions is for persons who do not want to sit back and complacently
conclude that all that is fine for others but means nothing for them. At a practical level, it is
human to want to learn more about the religiously “other.” That practical search has ramifications
in questions about what their lives and beliefs mean for us as Christians. In raising such
questions, Christianity—which long held that outside the church there was no salvation—is
encountering other religions and seeking to understand them in their own right and in terms of
what they mean for their own tradition.For some Christians, the persistence of religious diversity
after some nineteen centuries of Christian missionary activity is unsettling. Certainly the
achievements of Christian mission are extensive and laudable. Thanks to the sweat and blood of
generations of missioners, the Christian church is present on all continents and in almost every
nation. After two thousand years of missionary labors, Christians at the turn of the millennium
number 33.2 percent of the world population. The majority of these Christians, moreover, live in
Africa, Asia, and Latin America. Christianity is a world religion today as never before in its history.
Also, as Gandhi recognized, the vision and values of the Nazarene, as contained in the Sermon
on the Mount, have notably influenced cultures that staunchly refuse to call themselves
Christian. Still, if we consider global conversion to be the goal of Christian mission, the results
are disheartening.There have, of course, been vast numbers of converts to Christianity. But the
bulk of these converts have not come from the so-called world religions—Hinduism, Buddhism,
Judaism, and Confucianism. For the most part, people born in these religions, which were
formed during what Karl Jaspers called the “Axial Period” (900 B.C.E. to 200 C.E.), and in Islam,
which began in the seventh century, have never converted to Christianity. Nor does it seem likely
that this will change in the foreseeable future. When conversions occur from one axial religion to
another, they are, for the most part, offset by converts moving in the other direction. While
Christians constitute the most populous of the religions (around 1.9 billion in 1998), Muslims
occupy an impressive, and growing, second place with 1.2 billion.Plurality: A Significant Fact of
Religious and Cosmic LifeAwareness of the continuing multiplicity and vitality of religions is
pushing many to say, “There is no one-and-only way for all.” To those led in this direction, a
similar judgment is often applied also to cultures, philosophies, and economic systems. And
when that occurs, many of our contemporaries come to believe that their structures of rationality,



consciousness, nationhood, and religion are one among many. Edward Schillebeeckx puts it for
his fellow Christians as follows: “The unshaken certainty that one continues to possess the truth
oneself while others are mistaken is no longer a possibility.” In that context, to say that one's own
Way is the only possibility for grasping religious truth is to live in a “time warp.”6To those who
would agree with Schillebeeckx, plurality is not a situation to be tolerated until Christians can
devise a master plan that will herd all these “other” sheep into one corral. To those convinced by
anthropological, historical, and sociological studies that there is no one, superior way, multiplicity
is the stuff of reality, the way things are and function. Is this something Christians can and should
accept? Or does it lead to a denial of fundamental religious truth? Such are the questions that lie
behind the declarations of church pastors and theologians who are wrestling with such
issues.And it should be quickly noted that these are the same questions that Muslims, Hindus,
and others are asking. Indeed, it is resistance to the so-called relativism of the Western
academy that inspires many Muslim teachers today. We should not deceive ourselves by
thinking that the answers to such questions are easy.It is clear that many university-educated
persons in the West and elsewhere are convinced that religious traditions are not reliable ways
of stating the truth about the universe. Indeed, on the part of many, it is an axiom that religion
leads to conflict, backwardness, superstition, and hatred. To what extent should Christians (or
Jews, Muslims, or Buddhists for that matter) agree with such views? If one lets these legitimate
criticisms of religion into one's tradition, does their point of view constitute an acid that not only
scours away abuses and outdated thinking but also may corrode even the core attitudes one
needs to enter into religion as mystery and spirituality? These are questions that, even when
they are not on the surface in discussions that follow, make many theologians and religious
teachers uneasy with modernity.Still, multiplicity from atoms to molecules to plants to bugs to
humans is what science today shows us is necessary for the existence and functioning of the
world. Out of the chaos comes new and different ways for responding to developmental dead
ends and crises. Reality is intrinsically complex, rich, intricate, mysterious. As Edward
Schillebeeckx puts it, plurality is not just a “matter of fact” but a “matter of principle.” If we boil the
“many” down to “one,” we would harm ourselves and maim the world. “Logically and practically,”
Schillebeeckx says, “multiplicity now takes priority over unity.”7And yet awareness of pluralism
does not lead simply to a total celebration of diversity; nor is the pluralism without its problems.
Many are troubled by the way relativity is easily equated with a relativism that has no room for
discussing truth-claims and degrees of value. I believe a conviction is growing that the many
religions cannot exist side-by-side as nonrelated, sovereign bodies. Do not, many ask, the crises
of our age constitute a call to the religions to cooperate in their solutions? Can the many
religions legitimately live in lazy tolerance, or, even worse, in a state of warfare? If they do so,
can humanity's and earth's environmental problems be overcome? Schillebeeckx again helps us
draw conclusions as to what this means for religious persons: “The multiplicity of religions is not
an evil which needs to be removed, but rather a wealth which is to be welcomed and enjoyed by
all…. There is more religious truth in all religions together than in one particular religion…. This



also applies to Christianity.”8It would seem that the religions of the world have to come together,
not to form a new, singular religion but to form a dialogical community of communities. The most
appropriate image for the religious future of humankind is perhaps to be found not in pictures of
thriving churches, synagogues, temples, and mosques but in what the world witnessed and
thousands experienced at the World Parliament of Religions in Chicago in 1993 and Cape Town
in 1999. Here representatives of the major religious communities of the world gathered to affirm
and practice the need to talk to and listen to each other. They were a dialogical community on an
international scale, imaging what can also take place on the local scene.A Community of
Communities?A dialogical community of communities among the world's religions is still more a
dream than a clear concept. To try to get some sense of what this dream contains, we can
examine the reasons why many people hold that it is not only possible but necessary.We turn
first to philosophers since it is their culturally recognized job to describe, interpret, and direct
how people, at a given stage of history, understand or should understand their world and
themselves. Among the various schools of philosophy within contemporary Western culture,
there is one that proposes a vision of reality that many ordinary persons sense to be true of their
individual lives: that the world and everything in it are evolutionary or in process. We are, in other
words, not in a state of being but in a process of becoming.A number of philosophers articulate
this view in different but fundamentally compatible ways. Alfred North Whitehead and Charles
Hartshorne see a world involved in an adventure of creativity through process. Pierre Teilhard de
Chardin's universe evolves painfully but steadily from the biosphere to the noosphere to the
unity of the Omega Point, which he identifies with the cosmic Christ at the eschaton. Some
contemporary Buddhists elaborate Gautama's discovery of a constantly changing world through
a process of dependent co-origination. Aurobindo's Hinduism envisions a world in evolution
toward divinization. Thomas Berry's and Brian Swimme's grandiose evolutionary “Universe
Story” has found great resonance among persons concerned with the plight of the
environment.9The vision these thinkers present is pointedly different from the worldview that
guided the mind and imagination of Western civilization for most of its existence. For the majority
of Europeans throughout the Middle Ages and into the Renaissance, creation came forth from
the hand of God as a finished product, stable, and hierarchically ordered. One was not to tamper
with this order. Humans were to keep their place in relation to God. Within the divinely
constituted order of things, social classes were also to keep their places; God willed serfs to be
serfs and lords to be lords. Although change occurred, the medieval worldview considered
change a corruption and a spur for Christians to desire the unchanging world of eternity with
God.A confluence of many events and discoveries changed this image of an unchangeable
world. The profound disruptions of the French Revolution and the Industrial Revolution set
persons thinking that the social order might not be as unalterable and divinely established as
they had thought. Even more disruptive of the stability of things was Darwin's discovery of
biological evolution. His On the Origin of Species demanded that creation, if it was to be
believed in at all, be seen not as a one-time event but as a continuous process, still unfinished



and undetermined.Then came the insights and discoveries of the “new physics,” pioneered by
Albert Einstein, which over a period of twenty to thirty years thoroughly remodeled the
Newtonian universe. Reality was no longer seen as a well-ordered machine, made up of discrete
parts neatly linked to each other. Rather, it was a buzz of activity, of constant process, in which
the parts could not even be neatly determined and located. At its deepest, subatomic level, the
world did not seem to show any “basic building blocks” or “beings,” but rather an intricate, ever-
changing, and interrelating process of activity or becoming.It was especially the new physics
that prompted philosophers to suggest the following: if everything is a becoming rather than a
being, the becoming takes place through interrelating. In that context, we can be only by
becoming, and we can become only in relating. Nothing, whether an electron or a human being,
can be “an island unto itself.” “Every-thing” and “every-body” are profoundly and dynamically
interrelated, to the point that what a “thing” or “body” is, is constituted by its relationships. “We
are our relationships” has become almost a cliché. It is difficult to grasp this as literally true, for
we still look upon things as substances rather than events; we deem ourselves primarily
individuals rather than partners.The very structure of our language prevents us from grasping
that we are our relationships. We begin our thinking and speaking with nouns that are then
followed by verbs; the subject generally must precede the predicate. If we could speak and feel
the language of the Hopi Indians, which is made up primarily of verbs that serve as nouns, we
might be closer to the way we and the world really are. We are not first of all individuals who later
relate; rather it is our relating—how we do it and with whom or what—that makes us (or gives us
the semblance of being) individuals. We are not “becomings” but “becomings with.” Cut off the
“with,” and we cease to exist.The philosophical perspective we're trying to explore views the
multiplicity, or plurality, of creation as empowered with a potential for ever greater unity—even
though it can't really say just where this potential will end. The many are called to be one. But it is
a one that does not devour the many. The many become one precisely by remaining the many,
and the one is brought about by each of the many making its distinct contribution to the others
and thus to the whole. It is a process that aims at an ever more pervasive concentration of the
many in each other and thus in a greater whole. Whereas individualization is weakened,
personalization is intensified; the individual finds its true self as part of other selves. So there is a
movement not toward absolute or monistic oneness but toward what might be called “unitive
pluralism”: plurality constituting unity. Or, in simpler, more engaging terms: the movement is
toward a truly dialogical community, in which each member lives and is itself through dialogue
with others.Can this philosophical vision serve as a lens to interpret the new experience of
religious pluralism described in the first section of this chapter? The world religions are
confronting each other as never before, and they are experiencing a new sense of identity and
purpose because they, like atoms and humans and cultures, are sensing the possibilities of a
more pervasive unity through better relationships with each other. Just as philosophy and
science are calling Western culture from a static, individualistic understanding of reality, so many
religious persons are awaking to a more dynamic and dialogical way of understanding



themselves. Believers within various religions are feeling more and more intensely the challenge
of finding and developing their individual identities within the broader community of other
religions. To be Christian or Hindu, one must be part of this wider religious community. Today, so
it seems, one must be religious interreligiously.A simple analogy might make all this clearer and
reveal its relevance for our issue of dialogue: we might compare “truth” or “the way things are” to
the starry universe around us. There is so much of it, and it is so far away, that with our naked
eyes, we really can't see what's there. We have to use a telescope. But by enabling us to see
something of the universe, our telescope also prevents us from seeing everything. A telescope,
even the mighty ones used by astronomers, can take in only so much. This describes our human
situation. We're always looking at the truth through some kind of cultural telescope, the one
provided us by our parents, teachers, and broader society. The good news about this situation is
that our telescope enables us to see; the bad news is that it prevents us from seeing
everything.So what can we do? How can we see more of the truth than what our limited cultural
and religious telescope permits? The answer is simple—and it tunes us into our topic of a
dialogical community of religions: by borrowing someone else's telescope! If we can look
through our neighbors’ telescopes—even though these new telescopes might seem strange to
us and difficult to adjust our eyes to—we can see things that we missed with our own. And the
more differently built and angled these telescopes are, the more new things we're going to be
able to see. With other telescopes, really different from our own, we can see areas of the
universe that our telescopes weren't able to reach or weren't able to bring into focus. And the
more telescopes we manage to use, the more our vision and understanding of truth will expand.
Thus, we come to the conclusion that felt right to us from the beginning: truth is known through
conversation.Scholars who speak out of what we are calling a postmodern awareness also offer
us another reason for the necessity of conversation: the truth that we see through our own
cultural-religious telescope is not only limited but dangerous. In not realizing that the truth we
have is limited, we see it as the only truth, or the whole truth, or the superior truth—not only for
ourselves but for all people. And here, according to these scholars, is where we need to be
suspicious of our truth-claims, for at this point truth can become ideology. According to the so-
called masters of suspicion (Nietzsche, Freud, Marx), as well as women and other oppressed
groups, when one group holds up its truth as the absolute truth it will eventually use that truth to
take advantage of others. Truth becomes ideology when a group or society or religion pursues,
affirms, and proclaims something as true not only because they believe that it really is so but
because—whether they realize this or not—it maintains their power over others.Ideology is the
use of one's own “truth” as a means to promote one's personal, economic, or class welfare at the
cost of others. One group's advantage becomes the criterion for determining what truth is. As
Michel Foucault has pointed out, truth-claims easily become power-claims.10 This can make
belief that one has the truth very dangerous.Examples of how truth is dangerously turned into
ideology are rife in the history of all religions and cultures. Why have Christian preachers told the
poor that their poverty will gain them a higher place in heaven? Was it to console the poor or to



keep them from rebelling against the wealthy landowners who were often contributing financially
to the church? Why do Brahmins (religious authorities in Hinduism) insist that the caste system
is a requirement of the eternal, sacred law of Dharma? Because they have discovered this law
through their study and meditation or because their own power and prestige are secured by the
caste system?How can we protect ourselves against the worm of ideology? Self-examination
won't work. Ideology is like bad breath. You need someone else to tell you that you have it. We
need to talk to people who use other telescopes to look at the universe of truth to hear from
them not only how our truth looks to them but how our proclamation of truth affects them.
Perhaps they will reveal how it excludes, demeans, or exploits them.To put all this in the
language of what is called hermeneutical theory (the exploration into how humans know or
interpret the truth), we can take up the challenge of what Jürgen Habermas calls the task of
“communicative praxis.”11 To know the truth we must be engaged in the practice of
communication with others; that means really talking with and listening to people who are
significantly different from us. If we're talking just with ourselves or with our own kind, or if there
are some people whom we simply exclude from the conversation and can't imagine ourselves
talking to, then we are possibly cutting ourselves off from the opportunity to learn something we
haven't yet discovered.To have our own mother tongue and yet be able to understand and
converse in other cultural or religious languages is to feel the wonder and necessity of becoming
what we might call “world citizens.” The term can be misunderstood or misused—as if becoming
part of the global village required us to totally leave our home village. Our root identities are
always local; and to a great extent, they remain so. What we are talking about here is the need,
and the exciting opportunity, for also becoming citizens of other villages. We take what we have
inherited from our own village and in the light of what we learn as we visit other villages, we
appreciate both the value and the limitations of what our own village has given us. In this sense,
all of us today are being called toward some degree of world citizenship. Two of the greatest
threats facing the community of nations and cultures are the nationalism and fanaticism that
grow among those who have never left their village and who think that it is superior to all
others.This call is not heard by all religious persons and communities. It is often perceived as a
threat by those whose theologies don't allow it. Because the face of the stranger is still too
threatening, many religious communities respond to the new world situation with a kind of
cultural isolationism that hijacks religious traditions and puts them in the service of ethnocentric
nationalism.In the coming chapters we will be exploring and weighing the various ways in which
Christians, over the past half-century especially, have been trying to come to grips with this new
experience of religious pluralism and this newly felt need for a dialogical community of religions.
In all the models for a Christian theology of religions we discuss, theologians and church
authorities seek to preserve the values of the universal scope of the Christian claim and their
knowledge of the particular, historical sources of those claims without falling into either
relativism or absolutism.Although the theologies of religion we shall examine are often
bewilderingly complex, they all deal with the challenge that Wilfred Cantwell Smith posed in



1962:How does one account, theologically, for the fact of humanity's religious diversity? This is
really as big an issue, almost, as the question of how one accounts theologically for evil—but
Christian theologians have been much more conscious of the fact of evil than that of religious
pluralism…. From now on any serious intellectual statement of the Christian faith must include, if
it is to serve its purpose,…some sort of doctrine of other religions. We explain the fact that the
Milky Way is there by the doctrine of creation, but how do we explain the fact that the Bhagavad
Gita is there?12But in order to explain why the Bhagavad Gita is there, Christians will have to
readdress the fundamental question, Why is Christianity here? A new way of understanding
other religions implies a new way of understanding Christianity. Christians do indeed face both
problems and promises when they honestly and lovingly face the reality of other
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Smith, Faith of Other Men, 132–33.Part ITHE REPLACEMENT MODEL“Only One True
Religion”Chapter 1Total ReplacementIn the final analysis, Christianity is meant to replace all
other religions. This is the first of the Christian attitudes toward other faiths that we will be
reviewing and assessing. It's also the dominant attitude, the one that generally has held sway
throughout most of Christian history. Although views differed about the way this replacement was
to be carried out and why it was necessary, Christian missionaries throughout the centuries have
cast forth into the world with the conviction that it is God's will to make all peoples Christians. In
the end—or, as soon as possible—God wants there to be only one religion, God's religion:
Christianity. If the other religions have any value at all, it is only a provisional value. Ultimately,
Christianity is to take over. So for this Replacement Model, the balance between the universality
and particularity of God's relationship with humanity clearly comes down more heavily on the
side of particularity. God's love is universal, extending to all; but that love is realized through the
particular and singular community of Jesus Christ.Still today, this Replacement Model is broadly
and strongly represented within the Christian churches. That's another reason for giving it first
place in our line-up of Christian theologies of religions. This model is found especially in the so-
called Fundamentalist or Evangelical Christian communities. To ignore, or downplay, the
strength, importance, and challenge of Fundamentalists and Evangelicals within contemporary
Christianity is to cut off, or do injustice to, a large part of the Christian family. As historian Martin
Marty puts it: “To look at American religion and to overlook Evangelicalism and Fundamentalism
would be comparable to scanning the American physical landscape and missing the Rocky
Mountains.”1So for the rest of this chapter, those of us who feel certain “negative vibes” on
hearing the term “Fundamentalist” are asked to put their conditioned responses or stereotypes
on the shelf and listen, as openly and sensitively as possible, to the way these Christians view
and reach out to other religious believers. What might appear as extreme in these views flows
from a deep concern for what Evangelicals hold to be the heart of Christianity—especially as
that heart beats in the churches of the Reformation. To dismiss this model as outdated is to hide
from the fact that these attitudes do represent a strong, and an increasingly louder, voice within



the Christian population.Fundamentalist/Evangelical ChristiansBut whom are we talking about?
The terms are frustratingly slippery. The way the name “Fundamentalist” is used in the media
nowadays it might refer to a Baptist TV preacher, a Hasidic rabbi, a Mormon housewife, or a
soldier in the Islamic Hisboullah. And “Evangelical” might cover black Baptists, Dutch Reformed
churches, Mennonites and Pentecostals, Catholic charismatics, or Southern Baptists. So if we
can't really define our terms, we can at least limit them to movements that took shape within
American Christianity since the beginning of the twentieth century.Variety in the Same
FamilyFundamentalist Christianity was launched and christened, one might say, when three
million copies of the booklet called The Fundamentals were sent out free of charge (two wealthy
Los Angeles businessmen picked up the bill) to ministers, evangelists, and Sunday school
superintendents between 1910 and 1915. These booklets assembled the troops and sounded
the charge of American Protestants in their counterattack on the way “modernity” was destroying
the foundations of Christian faith and identity. These destructive inroads came in different forms:
in the new science of evolution that questioned the accuracy of the Bible; in the new historical-
critical approach to the Bible (coming especially from Germany) that was substituting human
science and interpretation for direct listening to the Word of God; also in the new study of
comparative religions that placed Christianity in the same historical basket as all the other
religions. To all these temptations to sell out to the lure of modern thinking, Fundamentalists
hoisted their resolute and often aggressive “no.”But this rejection of anything having to do with
modernity became so resolute and so sweeping that it caused divisions in the ranks of the
Fundamentalists. During the 1940s and 1950s, a number of evangelists and theologians
concluded that, although they certainly shared the theological concerns of the Fundamentalists,
they could not go along with what appeared to them to be the Fundamentalists’ polemical spirit,
their anti-intellectualism, and their lack of social concern. In 1941, these protesters formed the
National Association of Evangelicals. While they were just as committed to resisting the erosion
of Christianity by the waves of modernity, they “wanted no dog-in-the-manger, reactionary,
negative or destructive type of organization.”2 Indeed, these reformers of Fundamentalism were
convinced that “if the voice of fundamentalism would be tempered slightly, evangelical
Christianity could ‘win America.’”3 Their most influential leader and voice was Billy Graham, who
in 1950 founded the Evangelistic Association. The differences between Fundamentalists and
Evangelicals were clear, but they were also more a matter of style than of substance. As one
specialist put it: “A fundamentalist is an evangelical who is angry about something
Fundamentalists are not just religious conservatives, they are conservatives who are willing to
take a stand and to fight.”4During the 1960s and 1970s further developments in the Evangelical
camp took place and signaled both the strengthening and the opening of Evangelical
convictions. “New Evangelicals” or “Ecumenical Evangelicals” are open to working with other
Christian churches and the World Council of Churches. Also, because they hold that
Fundamentalists have been too absolute in insisting on the inerrancy (total lack of error) of the
Bible, the New Evangelicals prefer to speak about a “limited inerrancy.” They therefore recognize



that while the Scriptures are “infallible” in matters of faith and practice, there may be
inaccuracies regarding historical and scientific data. Finally, many of these New Evangelicals,
especially in view of the Vietnam War and the growth of the Moral Majority, have asked their
Evangelical brothers and sisters whether they have been politically and socially naive and have
aligned themselves too easily with nationalistic and sometimes oppressive political platforms.
These protesters have formed a “New Evangelical Left” which insists that one cannot follow
Jesus without being actively and politically involved in trying to bring justice to the oppressed.To
the three movements we have so far identified—Fundamentalists, Evangelicals, New
Evangelicals—we might add a fourth, which is really a powerful and pervasive current within
them all rather than a clearly defined group: the Pentecostals or Charismatics. As a movement,
Pentecostalism began in the early 1900s in a series of revivals, especially in Los Angeles, that
were based on a simple yet revolutionizing claim: if Christianity takes its origins and ongoing life
from a new outpouring of the Holy Spirit, then Christians should be able to experience this Spirit.
And the experience should be something they really feel, something that stirs them deeply and
that they translate into exuberant worship, even into glossolalia (the speaking in tongues). Like
quenching waters over dry land, the Pentecostal renewal spread quickly, and internationally. In
the 1960s and 1970s it even began to pervade the mainline churches, both Protestant and
Catholic, where its preferred name was the “Charismatic Renewal.” Today, much of the growth of
Christianity in Latin America and parts of Asia is being generated by Pentecostal churches.
Differences between Pentecostals and other Evangelicals, however, are more in the intensity of
their Spirit-empowered spirituality than in the content of their theology.In fact, when it comes to
their underlying beliefs and theology, there is a common foundation among Fundamentalists,
Evangelicals, and Pentecostals that supports their differences in style or theological detail. This
shared foundation rests on four solid pillars:For all of these Christians, the Bible is the rock-
bottom guide to all that a follower of Jesus does and claims. And for the most part, despite
certain differences about total or partial inerrancy, this book is to be read as it is written. That
doesn't necessarily mean with blind literalness, but it does call for constant vigilance lest “what I
want to hear” gets in the way of “what is said.”All of these believers hold that their Christian lives
must be more than a verbal “I believe” in the Bible or in what the minister says. Those lives must,
rather, be rooted in and inspired by a personal experience of the saving power of the living Christ
and his Spirit. In various ways, they talk about being “born again” or “baptized in the Spirit” or
“making a choice for Jesus.”So it is Jesus who makes all the difference in their lives—and in the
life of the world. In their lives, in the course of history, he can make a radical difference because
he has made a radical difference. He is Savior. They want to follow only him.Because of the
wonder and power of what they have found in Jesus the Christ, these Christians are committed
to sharing with others the gift they have been given. They want others to see and feel what they
have seen and felt. That means they do want to convert the world, not because they feel superior
to others but because gifts are to be shared.Because what they have in common transcends
what makes them different—and in order to give us one name for the same perspective—



throughout this chapter, we will be using, for the most part, “Evangelical” as the blanket term for
all the groups that would say “Amen” to the four characteristics just mentioned.How Many?
Having drawn a clearer focus on just who the Evangelicals are, can we say how many of them
there are in the United States? A lot, even though any figures are going to be estimates. In the
1980s, Gallup Polls used a “born-again experience” as the defining quality of an Evangelical and
concluded that their numbers covered 40 percent of the U.S. population. More recent studies
and surveys make use of more extensive criteria and estimate that about 25 to 30 percent of the
population is in the Evangelical camp. These studies, however, separated out the Afro-American
Protestant population (roughly 8 to 9 percent of the total population), which is overwhelmingly
Evangelical in orientation. So, if we include black churches, we're back, roughly, at Gallup's 40
percent.5 That means almost half the Christians in the United States—further reason to take
them, and their views of other religions, seriously and respectfully.Given the variety of these
more conservative Christian churches, there is also a variety in their approaches to other
religions. We're going to try to respect and understand those differences by dividing our analysis
of this Replacement Model into two parts: what we might call total and partial replacement. As
expected, the differences fall out along the lines of the variances between Fundamentalists and
Evangelicals.Total Replacement: No Value in Other ReligionsThe theology of total replacement
that we are considering looks upon other faith communities as so lacking, or so aberrant, that in
the end Christianity must move in and take their place. As stated, this has pretty much been the
Christian view for most of the church's history. It's still the attitude of many contemporary
Fundamentalist, and some Pentecostal, churches. For much of the twentieth century, especially
because of the influence of a particular Swiss theologian, this was the perspective that inspired
most of the Protestant missionaries who went forth to preach the Gospel. This theologian was
Karl Barth (1886–1968), perhaps the most influential Protestant thinker of the past century.
Although Barth was not a Fundamentalist, he did lay the theological foundation for the
Replacement Model for understanding other religions. We can begin our review of this model by
assembling some of the main building blocks in Barth's foundation.Karl Barth: “Let God Be God
—in Jesus Christ!”In many ways, the historical context in which the young Karl Barth tried to live
his Christian life and work out his theology was starkly similar to our own. The 1920s and 1930s
were a time of proliferating new ideas but just as many proliferating uncertainties and anxieties.
He had studied with the leading “liberal theologians” of his times and had joined their efforts to
adapt Christianity to the humanism of the Enlightenment. He was swept up by the new ideas
coming from science and the study of “Oriental” religions. He used his many talents to show the
neat dovetailing between human experience and Jesus’ message. But it all didn't work. This he
found out not in the ivory towers of a university but from the pulpit of his small church in
Switzerland where he was pastor. The new liberal theology was not touching the hearts of his
people, or his own heart. Rather, it seemed to “fit into” and become part of the swirl of ideas and
viewpoints that were confusing people with so many possibilities and no clear direction. People
weren't able to make choices, to commit themselves to something clear and firm. Also, and most



frighteningly, liberal theology fizzled in the face of the reality of evil, especially as that evil was
horribly embodied in the stupidity and slaughter of World War I. For Barth and for his people, “the
heady wine of nineteenth century optimism, evolutionary progress, and universal brotherhood
went perceptibly flat on the field of Flanders and Verdun.”6So in his sermons and especially in a
book that he wrote in the parsonage of his congregation, Barth changed course—for himself
and, as it turned out, for Protestantism throughout Europe and the United States. His
Commentary on Romans became a revolutionizing classic. In this commentary, and
subsequently in the twelve volumes of his Church Dogmatics, Barth's message, which he felt
was the message of the Gospels and of St. Paul, thundered forth: human beings cannot get their
act together by themselves. But with God, they can. Yet for this to happen, humans have to step
back and let God be God.For Barth, this message was nothing else but the Good News of the
New Testament, especially as enunciated by St. Paul and the Reformers. It can be spelled out in
the four “alones” that undergird and continue to inspire Protestant Christianity:7We are saved by
grace alone: for Barth, this was not simply something he read about in the New Testament. It
was also written large and bold in his own life and in the mixed-up, violent, suffering world
around him: human beings are in a mess, and they can't get out of this mess by themselves.
They're stuck. Biblical or theological terms to describe this state are “original sin” or “fallen
nature.” In the language of twelve-step programs, if human beings are going to get out of the
holes they dig themselves into, they're going to have to recognize a “Higher Power.” There is
such a Power. Barth, with St. Paul, called it grace.We are saved by faith alone: the negative flip-
side of “by faith alone” is “not by works.” In order to make room for the entrance of grace, we
have to step back, get out of the way, recognize our inability to guide our lives by ourselves. But
we can do this only if we trust. And that's what “by faith alone” is all about: as the popular saying
has it, we let go in order to let God. Like a small child falling into the arms of her parent, we jump
off the cliff and fall into the arms of God's love and grace. This, perhaps, is the hardest part of the
process, the part where humans find themselves stalled because either they're afraid or they're
incapable. To trust, to do nothing else but turn oneself over completely to Someone else, is so
frightening that it feels impossible—Barth would say it is impossible. Thus, the need for the third
“alone.”We are saved by Christ alone: it is in Jesus Christ, and only in him, that God has acted
and revealed the true nature of things—that God is ready to love us, affirm us, and rescue us
purely out of divine love, not because we deserve it or have merited it. In fact, our trying to “do”
something to deserve grace gets in the way of the outpouring of God's love. It “ungraces” grace.
This is what is embodied in and made known in Jesus Christ. It's incredible news, something we
could never imagine. We can know it and believe it only if we hear this news. And thus, finally, the
fourth “alone.”We are saved by Scripture alone: it is in the Bible, and preaching based on the
Bible, that the message and reality of Jesus are communicated to us. Here is revelation in the
truest sense of the word—telling us something that otherwise we could not imagine, or believe,
or trust. “In revelation,” Barth announces, “God tells man that he is God…. In telling him this,
revelation tells him something utterly new, something which apart from revelation he does not



know and cannot tell either himself or others.”8“Religion Is Unbelief!”On the basis of this
assessment of the human condition, made known in the Bible and confirmed by Barth's reading
of the world, he formulated his famous verdict on religion, which has echoed through many a
Protestant church and seminary for the past century. It's a verdict that slaps us in the face and
turns upside-down our normal understanding of religion. Despite all “the true and the good and
the beautiful which a closer inspection will reveal in almost all religions,” Barth's final judgment is
“the judgment of divine revelation upon all religion”:Religion is unbelief. It is a concern, indeed,
we must say that it is the one great concern, of godless man…. From the standpoint of revelation
religion is clearly seen to be a human attempt to anticipate what God in His revelation wills to do
and does do. It is the attempted replacement of the divine work by a human manufacture. The
divine reality offered and manifested to us in revelation is replaced by a concept of God
arbitrarily and willfully evolved by man.9In other words, it is precisely in religion, and because of
religion, that humans don't do what they need to do: stand back, trust, and let God be God in
Jesus Christ. In religion, humans try to “get into the act” with their own words and beliefs and
rituals and laws—and in the end, mess up God's action. So religion is really the opposite of what
it appears to be; it's a human creation rather than a divine creation. God enters our lives to
rescue us not through the “works of religion” but through the immediate, personal power of
grace.Barth's verdict on religion sounds extremely harsh and utterly negative—until we realize
that he leveled it not only at the “other” religions but also, and especially, at Christianity. In a
sense, Barth would agree with the views we studied in the last chapter that held that “all religions
are essentially the same.” They are, but not because they all reveal the Divine but because they
all, including and especially Christianity, get in the way of the Divine. Therefore, Barth warned
against making comparisons between Christianity and the religions—not because Christianity
was superior or in another class, but rather, because there are no differences to compare. When
you look at all the things that make up Christianity as a religion—its theology, worship, church
structure, morality, art, ethics—you find the same “active idolatry and self-righteousness” that
are rampant in other religions. For Barth, therefore, there is no empirical evidence to argue that
Christianity is any better than any other religion in the world.Christianity as the True ReligionAnd
yet, even though there was no empirical evidence, Barth did have reason to argue that
Christianity, after all, can be proclaimed as the one true religion among all the others. Here we
enter into Barth's understanding of the paradoxical nature of experiencing God “by faith and
grace and Christ alone.” Christianity is the true religion because it's the only religion that knows it
is a false religion; and it knows, further, that despite its being a false and idolatrous religion, it is
saved through Jesus Christ. Notice that for Barth, as for all Fundamentalist/Evangelical
Christians, the privileged place of Christianity has nothing to do with Christianity as a religion. It
has everything to do with Jesus Christ. Barth uses the analogy of the sun: among all the untrue
and false religions of the world, Christianity is the only false religion upon which the sun of Jesus
Christ shines. And that makes it the only true religion, because only Christians, thanks to Jesus,
clearly grasp that the good works of their religion are useless and that to really feel the power of



God in their lives they must only trust and turn themselves over to the love and grace given to
them in Jesus and his Spirit. Without Jesus, this grace is not available; without Jesus, this
understanding and this trusting are beyond human capacity.Given Barth's assessment of
religion, what kind of a relationship is possible between Christianity and other religious
traditions? Barth's answer is clear: “We have here an exclusive contradiction.”10 Certainly Barth
would call upon Christians to respect the good will, the sincerity, and the religious freedom of
other believers. But because the sun of Jesus Christ shines on and within only one religion, and
because only in that sun can one come to live by “faith alone,” in “grace alone,” there really isn't
much for Christians to relate to in other religions: no revelation, no saving grace, because no
Jesus; and, therefore, no possibilities of dialogue. Barth even warned missionaries against
searching for “points of contact” in other religions—that is, questions that help lead the non-
Christian to Christian answers. All that Christians can really do is lovingly and respectfully
announce the Gospel and let the light of Christ take the place of the darkness that exists without
him.11Taking the New Testament and Jesus SeriouslyIn using Karl Barth's theology to
assemble the foundation stones for this Evangelical theology of religions, we have to be careful.
For all Evangelicals, there is always something deeper than theology, a firmer bedrock that
sustains the foundation: the New Testament. Evangelical Christians resonate with Barth's
theology because it is so thoroughly nurtured and normed by the biblical witness. In this respect,
these conservative Christians pose a reminder and a challenge to all their fellow Christian
brothers and sisters: to be Christian means to take the Bible, especially the New Testament,
seriously. That's an essential, defining characteristic of all followers of Jesus, recognized by all
the churches, whether they're on the far right or left of the denominational spectrum. A Christian
is someone who bases her life on the New Testament witness concerning Jesus Christ. To hold
a belief, to take a stance, or to move in a direction that even appears to contradict the core
message of the New Testament should set off warning signs for any Christian: it may mean that
he is abandoning, or watering down, the very identity he claims to bear.And so the Christians
who endorse this replacement theology of religions claim, straightforwardly and honestly, that
they are simply holding to the clear message of the New Testament. One does not necessarily
have to take the Bible literally to recognize that one of the most evident and central messages of
the New Testament is that Jesus is the means, the only means, that God has given to humans
by which they can figure out what life is all about and get out of the mess they're in. There may
be different ways of looking at Jesus in the New Testament, different titles given to him, different
ways of explaining how he saves and what it means to call him divine. But amid all these
differences, one thing is constant, like a thread knitting all the diverse colors together: the
announcement that Jesus is Savior, the only Savior, and that without him, humans can't get out
of their dead-ended, sinful predicament.It would be helpful, perhaps sobering, for some liberal
Christians to review the New Testament texts which for the Evangelicals speak so clearly
(whether one takes them literally or symbolically).Texts that affirm both that Jesus saves and that
others don't:“There is salvation in no one else, for there is no other name under heaven given



among mortals by which we must be saved.” (Acts 4:12)“For no one can lay any foundation other
than the one that has been laid; that foundation is Jesus Christ.” (1 Cor. 3:11)“There is one
mediator between God and humankind: Christ Jesus.” (1 Tim. 2:5)“I am the Way, the Truth, and
the Life. No one comes to the Father except through me.” (John 14:6)“Whoever has the Son has
life; whoever does not have the Son of God does not have life.” (1 John 5:12)
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John W. Matthews, “A stimulating, informed way of thinking about other religions. Paul Knitter is
such a respected voice in interfaith matters because he honestly and openly discusses the
faiths of others with the same ‘holy envy’ that he describes his own. This current volume is very
helpful to us ‘experts’ in the field, as it is accessible to those just beginning an interfaith journey.
He writes so clearly and relates so respectfully when addressing ‘others.’”

LizMarcela, “His introduction to "Theologies of Religion" is a resplendent work.. This year I have
read various books on religious `pluralism', and I lament that I did not read Knitter before all the
others in the field. Knitter has written a brilliant and highly commendable introduction to a
`theology of religions' ie. pluralism.Knitter, with sagacity, and a very balanced approach, outlines
the key issues and denotes major voices in each of his four models. These models explain how
Christians can dialogue with other religions more seriously, and hopefully, even establish a
partner-relationship.This world is full of various expressions of faith, and religious pluralism is not
going away; if anything the various religious expressions are metastasizing and multiplying.
Knitters' intent is to inform those in Christianity that the orthodoxy of past two millenniums
`maybe' no longer germane to our ever changing and ever shrinking world. Throughout the book
he stresses the point that there never has been, nor ever will be, one religious expression; there
never will be `one truth' that will apply to everyone. There are and always will be different faiths,
and as he points out, "Buddhist enlightenment and Christian salvation are different because
they are really different. They are two different realities."Knitter illuminates the strengths of the
`Exclusivistic/Replacement' model. Approximately 40% of US Christianity, which includes
Fundamentalist, Evangelical, Charismatic and Pentecostal communities, believe the theology of
the `Exclusivistic' model. This model stresses that without a personal relationship in Jesus
Christ there is no salvation. That Christ is found only within Christianity, and that God wants
there to be only one religion - Christianity - the "one true religion."The model the majority of
mainline Protestant Churches and the Roman Catholic Church is the `Inclusivistic' model. This
model stresses that God is to be found in other religions, but Jesus Christ has come to
`complete' or `fulfill' these other religions. This model wants Christians to dialogue with other
faiths, not just preach to them; the dialogue with other faiths should present Jesus as being the
"full, final and fulfilling"of their religion. This model holds (as does the `Exclusivistic' model) that
the Christian faith collapses, if, ultimately, the definitive claim for Jesus Christ is denied.The
`Pluralist' and `Acceptance' models state that Jesus Christ is truly `a' Savior, but, not the only
Savior. These two models press the point people and their cultures are more different than they
are alike and there is no one truth that will apply to everyone. There is no such thing as "one
absolute truth."Throughout the book Knitter reiterates that at the heart of Christianity is the
question of whom Jesus is. In every model Knitter returns to this foundational question.
Ultimately, for the `Pluralistic' and `Acceptance' models Jesus Christ is the stumbling block.But



then if, in the case of the `Exclusivistic' model and `Inclusivistic' models Christian insist that
Jesus Christ is the only Savior for all humankind, and that in Jesus God's expression is final . . .
then there will be really can be no dialogue, nor relationship with other faiths. Jesus Christ, is in
effect the crux of the book.Knitter is always fair and balanced, and writes in a down-to-earth
manner in which layman and professionals alike will grasp more clearly the problems and
nuances that are to be found in the current state theologies of religions. Refreshingly, there is
no theological bashing of other models as you find in authors such as Herold Netland. He states
at the beginning of his book, "My task is to describe and analyze, not take sides," this he does
admirably. He has done a brilliant job in outlining the various approaches that Christian theology
uses to engage other faiths. His introduction to "Theologies of Religion" is a resplendent work.
Highly recommended.”

Jonathan Homrighausen, “Great overview. Knitter, one of the major voices in Catholic theology
of religions and inter religious dialogue, is a professor at Union Theological Seminary in NYC.
He's also an ex-priest and a very nice guy (I met him at a conference). I thoroughly enjoyed his
most well-known book, Without Buddha I Could Not Be a Christian. So it was with excitement I
picked this book up on amazon.Knitter's book, less of his own research and more of a review of
the literature in theology of religions, is designed to be a textbook introduction to the field. He
covers four models for how Christians looks at other religious traditions: replacement, fulfillment,
mutuality, and acceptance. First, a summary.The first, replacement, is pretty standard, especially
in Evangelical churches. Essentially, all other religions are completely wrong and their members
need to be converted to Christ. This doesn't exactly jive with today's pluralistic and postmodern
age, but it does have the most New Testament support ("No one comes to the Father but
through me," etc.). Knitter holds up Karl Barth as the primary proponent of this position.Yet the
next position, fulfillment, is also found in the Bible. In the Hebrew Wisdom literature (and its
echoes in John's Gospel) and Acts 17, we find that other religious traditions do know about God.
Though the real God is the Christian triune God, Hindus, Muslims, animists, and Greek pagans
are in fact worshipping this God, although they do not know it. Their knowledge of God is partial;
not knowing God's true nature, their relationship with Him is limited. The most well-known
proponent of this is Karl Rahner, whose "anonymous Christian" concept echoes the Church
Fathers' "seeds of the Word" that they believed were strewn about the non-Christian religions.
Christ fulfills the partial truth all the religions have. It's even possible anonymous Christians can
be saved.The fulfillment model is the orthodox position of the Catholic Church. It's represented
in Vatican II's Nostra Aetate, a declaration that was originally going to cover the Church's relation
to the Jews but was expanded to cover all the religions. Essentially: whatever goodness and
truth other religions contain is only preparation for the Gospel. Later documents of the Church
declare explicitly that members of other religions can be saved, that the Church need be
dialogical (including both sides learning), but also that Jesus is the only true Savior and that
evangelization is an essential part of dialogue. (Think of evangelization and the mutual learning



of dialogue as a two-sided coin.)Theologians such as Gavin D'Costa and Jacques Dupuis S.J.
push the fulfillment model to its limits, pointing out that if the Spirit works in other religions, then
Christians committed to following the Holy Spirit must learn from other traditions. Yet critics of
the fulfillment model point out that dialogue can never be mutual if Christians believe their truth
has the last Word (no pun intended). These critics often find their way to the mutualist mode,
which sees all religions as equally true and good. Knitter groups mutualists into three types:- the
"philosophical-historical" mutualists such as John Hick, who take a kind of Kantian turn and say
that no humans can know Divine Reality in itself, but that all religious traditions point to it/him/
her;- the "religious-mystical" types such as Raimon Panikkar, who see a core mystical
experience at the heart of all religions, and each religion as only touching one aspect of that
Ultimate Mystery- the "ethical-practical" bridge between religions, which says that doctrinal
dialogue should take a back seat to constructively helping one another heal the world. All
religions have an equal role in helping heal the world.While the mutualists seek to make bridges
between religions in humility and well-intentioned love, the acceptance model's proponents find
themselves frustrated with its fluffy and mushy blending of all religions into one. These thinkers,
galvanized by postmodern critiques of Grant Narratives, respect the diversity of the religions and
do not try to blend them into One Truth. The groundwork for this model was laid by George
Lindbeck, whose "postliberal theology" takes a cultural-linguistic model of religions as being
totally different linguistic systems. Even pointing out that all religions speak of "love," he writes, is
pointless because "love" is conceptualized in different ways and caught in different webs or
words in different traditions. There is no common ground in religion, neither in doctrinal truth nor
mystical experience.And here is where I go from summary to polemic. Because reading Knitter's
book was a complete eye-opener for me. I, too, have become sick of mutualist fluff, of the
nonsensical search for some "common core" of the world's religions, which is always so vacuous
as to be a mockery of deep traditions! Knitter points out that the mutualists, in their effort to find
common ground, in fact create a quite elaborate set of dogmas. The biggest: no religious
tradition has the full truth, something which many religious traditions would deny (including the
first two models discussed here, which cover almost all mainstream Christians). Mutualist
dialogue become banal, a common affirmation of bland truths about the importance of dialogue
and peace. What's more, it's not even pretending to be resonant with Scripture.So yes, I
subscribe to the fulfillment model. But while that model, and the Catholic Church, teach that
there must be mutual learning in dialogue, they don't describe any praxis for this. That is where
the acceptance model comes in. Once we can accept that religious traditions truly are different,
we can appreciate both ways of looking at other religions. First, as Christians committed to the
uniqueness of Jesus Christ in history and salvation, we naturally view other religions from the
perspective of our own as lacking full truth. This is similar to how the New Testament "history of
salvation" views Jews and Greeks, only this new history of salvation must include Buddhism,
Hinduism, and all the other "isms," while recognizing that the idea of a religious "ism" is largely
an essentializing Western construct. But secondly, we can try in humility to set aside our



presuppositions about other religions and view them as they view themselves. The first and
second ways can be brought into a creative tension.What kind of activities does this lend itself
to? First, apologetics (which I used to have a strong distaste for), which if done in a spirit of
kindness can be a great dialogue tool. I learn much more from debating and arguing than I do
from bland affirmation of shared beliefs. Second, comparative theology seeking to bring into
dialogue specific strands of two traditions, as Francis Clooney does in his Hindu-Christian
comparative theology. Third, interreligious work to change the world, to reduce suffering, which
would in turn lead to dialogues about the nature of justice and human rights.Knitter's book is not
an easy read, but it does help me contextualize many other books on my shelf. His bibliography
is going to be very bad for my already-long amazon wish list. Sigh.”

D. Kepley, “Incisive summary of Christian theology of religions. The author is a learned
academician who has mastered the Christian literature on how Christians should interact with
each other and with members if other faiths. I really liked his characterization if the four different
models we Christians have employed. He does a remarkably good job describing each model
without praising or condemning any of them. In the end he inconclusively concludes (his words)
the theology divides, while mission, care for others and the planet unites humanity. Amen!”

Em Johnson, “Great introduction to interfaith studies. Knitter is a well known scholar in the field
of interfaith theology, and this book is a great starter for someone interested in inter-religious
dialogue. This is more theological than practical, but a great book!”

Ashton Fish, “A Challenging Read. The book gives you comprehensive world religion models
that help you begin to form a stance on how you relate to interfaith movements. I think that some
of these models are dangerous, but I was glad to have a more full picture at the end of the day.”

Sindhu Ramchandran, “Clarity for Christians. This call to action on inter and intra religious
dialogue is a survey of Christian approaches to meeting others. It is painstakingly thorough in its
analysis according to Knitter' s own four part typology. Refreshingly direct.”

Adam Malik, “Five Stars. top quality product”

Sue, “Unfailingly good service. Prompt service as usual. Books new as  described  Thanks.”

The book by Paul F. Knitter has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 61 people have provided feedback.
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